casadelmarsicilia@gmail.com

Marina di Modica (RG), Via Catania, 4

www.casadelmarsicilia.com

+39 0932 902098
+39 333 8468277
+39 393 3518106

CasadelMarSicilia

Casa del Mar is where the warmth of the Sicilian
hospitality makes you feel like being at home!
Casa del Mar is situated in the lovely seaside resort of Marina di Modica which is located on the
southern side of the amazing Mediterranean island of Sicily with its nice sandy beaches, sand dunes
and warm and beautiful Mediterranean Sea.
This lovely family holiday resort is perfect for all, whether you are a couple seeking for a romantic
vacation, group of friends or a family to enjoy sun, good food, relax, fun and be provided with a
high‑quality service that you will always remember and will desire to come back. Resort is also open
for handicapped. Marina di Modica beach and Sampieri beach are only few minutes by walk or by
bike.
We are looking forward to welcoming and seeing you at Casa del Mar.

Rooms
This family casa is the perfect location for your holiday with an offer of single, double or family size
mini apartments. All apartments have their own private entrance, kitchen area, bathroom, terrace
and parking space. These spacious modern mini apartements are fully equiped with air conditioning,
cable TV and phone.

Services
Casa del Mar Resort offers room only accomodation, bed and breakfast accomodation or for those
who wish to enjoy holiday all inclusive we can prepare local and true home cooked Sicilian cuisine.
Resort is surrounded by beautiful gardens where you can sit and enjoy the Sicilian sun or you can
use ping pong table and also let your children play safely. We have bicycles for you and babysitting,
laundry and daily housekeeping service can be provided. Pets are not allowed.
Casa del Mar can ensure daily sightseeing tours around Sicily and also the nearby Island of Malta.

Prices (depends on the season)
Price per person 		

MIN = €30,00 		

MAX = € 65,00

Price double room 		

MIN = € 55,00

MAX = € 130,00

Weekly price 			

MIN = € 350,00

MAX = € 900,00

Languages
Languages spoken in the resort are Italian, English, Spanish and Portuguese.
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Modica

is a beautiful baroque city which has also been
recognized as a world cultural heritage by UNESCO.
This amazing city is full of cultural wonders, wonderful
restaurants, bars, shops and many tourist attractions
such as the famous chocolate shop. For those who enjoy
siteseeing it is a must!

1 hour

Syracuse

is only an hour trip by car. Syracuse is an
interesting mixture of ancient and modern which is situated
on the island of Ortigia on the Eastern coast of Sicily. It has
a well known archaeological zone and historic center. It is a
place not to be missed where you can enjoy a walk through
the old town or just sit and enjoy the spectacular view of the
port and bay from many of the fine restaurants and bars.

1,5 hour

Catania

is the second largest city in Sicily and capital of
the province of Catania. It lies on the East coast of Sicily
at the foot of Mount Etna. It is an ancient city founded in
the 8th century BC and in its history has been repeatedly
damaged by earthquakes and volcanic eruptions. The most
remarkable aspect, however, was the building material
used: lava! Catania is essentially a “grey” city and unique in
the world for this.

30 min

Noto

is located around 40km from Modica. Noto boasts
one of the Sicily‘s most beautiful historic centres. The
main thoroughfare is Corso Vittorio Emanuele, an elegant
walkway flanked by thrilling baroque palazzi and churches.
Stunning at any time of the day, it is especially fabulous in
the early evening when the lovely red-gold buildings seem
to glow with a soft inner light.

50 min

The Natural Reserve Cavagrande Cassibile is a

regional nature reserve. It is crossed by the river Cassibile,
which over the centuries has created a series of deep
canyons. In the valley created a complex system of small
waterfalls and natural reservoirs great for swimming. In
the the canyon you can enjoy numerous colorful lakes with
fresh and very clear water.

2 hours

Etna is the highest active volcano and the second most

massive volcano in Europe. Located in Italy - on the East
coast of Sicily, close to Catania. In 2013 the volcano was
recorded among the UNESCO World Natural Heritage Site.

